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DUO ROSA - AMERICAN SOUL 

TECHNICAL RIDER 
 
 

TRAVEL : 
- ORGANIZER agrees to provide ARTIST with detailed directions to the place of 

performance.  
- ORGANIZER will take in charge all the travel expenses from the ARTIST (car, 

train, taxi or airplane). 
- When ARTIST needs to arrive by air, ORGANIZER shall, at his sole cost and 

expense, provide Ground Transportation for ARTIST between airport, hotel, 
concert venue, and return to airport upon departure by taxi or car (with capacity 
for two big bags and 2 hand luggage). 
  

HOTEL ACCOMODATION : 
- ORGANIZER shall provide HOTEL ACCOMODATION. One non-smoking 

double room (2 beds) in a first-class facility (5 stars). A quiet room with free WIFI 
connection, near the concert venue (preferably within 15 minutes). Breakfast 
included. The room shall be provided for both the night before the concert, and 
the night of the concert unless otherwise negotiated.  

 
DRESSING ROOM & CATERING :  

- ORGANIZER shall provide one clean dressing room with well lit mirrors and 
private bathroom facilities for ARTIST. ORGANIZER agrees to be solely 
responsible for the security of items in the dressing room and shall keep all 
unauthorized persons from entering said area. Dressing room should have 
comfortable seating for 2 people. Dressing room area should be properly heated 
and cooled. 

- ORGANIZER shall provide in ARTIST’s Dressing Room: 
Still water (preferably not from the brands «Evian, Acqua Panna or Vittel »), 
mixed nuts, cereal bars, bonbons and fruits (bananas, grapes, peaches, 
apricots are preferable). 

- ORGANIZER agrees to provide ARTIST with a hot meal, for 2 people, served 
before or after the performance (to confirm with the Artist). No fast-food please. 

 
MERCHANDISING : 

- ORGANIZER shall provide a table and a person to sell the ARTIST’s album 
before and after the concert. ORGANIZER shall provide 2 chairs for the table 
so the ARTIST can dedicate their CD’s to the public after the concert.  
 

GUESTS :  
- ORGANIZER shall provide ARTIST with 5 invitations for their guests. Upon the 

arrival of ARTIST for the general rehearsal, ARTIST will be able to communicate 
if these invitations will be used. If this is not the case, ORGANIZER can dispose 
of it.  
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DUO ROSA - AMERICAN SOUL 
TECHNICAL AND STAGING REQUIREMENTS 

 
 
PERFORMERS :  

- Stephany Ortega - Voice 
- Léna Kollmeier - Piano 

 
DURATION :  

- One hour, without intermission. 
 
COSTUMES & ACCESSORIES : 

- Costumes and accessories are provided by ARTIST and are included in the cost 
of the performance. 

 
STAGE SET & STAGE PLOT :  

- The Stage Set is provided by ORGANIZER who shall supply all the equipment 
needed at his sole expense and at no cost for ARTIST.  

 
ORGANIZER has two options for the stage setting depending on his 
budget:  
 

 
1. Concert* version of AMERICAN SOUL: this means having a performance 

without stage set, just with the Grand piano on the scene. This is a more 
‘classical’ way of presenting a Voice/Piano duo. 
*Please note that some changes will occur in the musical programme since the 
performance has been conceived originally with a stage set. 

 

2. Show-concert* version of AMERICAN SOUL: this means having a 
performance with a stage set provided by ORGANIZER at his sole 
expense and at no cost for the ARTIST.  
*This version is the one presented in the musical video. The ARTIST highly 
recommends this one since it will be even more appreciated by all kind of audience.  
 
 

 

If ORGANIZER chooses option 1, ARTIST will need:  
 

A. 1 Grand piano with a piano bench (perfectly tuned to A442 six hours before 
the performance) 

B. 1 Musical stand 
C. 1 Normal table to put behind the scene 
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1. Stage Plot for the concert version without stage set: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
If ORGANIZER chooses option 2*, ARTIST will need:  

 
A. 1 Grand piano with a piano bench (perfectly tuned to A442 six hours before the 

performance) 
B. 1 Bar stool “cabaret style 1920s” 
C. 1 Coat rack, old style 1920s 
D. 1 Flower vase, old style 1920s 
E. 1 Bedside lamp, old style 1920s (the lamp should work and have a light on the stage) 
F. 1 Small table, old style 1920s (to put the flower vase and the lamp on the top of it) 
G. 1 Wooden paravent, old style 1920s 
H. 12 Natural roses (colour: red or orange-yellow) 
I. 2 Red armchairs, old style 1920s or 2 Black chairs “cabaret style 1920s” 
J. 1 table, old style 1920s (to put between the red armchairs or the black chairs) 

K. 1 Open bottle of red wine and 2 glasses, old style 1920s (to put on the low table) 

L. 1 Small glass ashtray, old style 1920s (to put on the low table) 
M. 1 Normal table to put behind the wooden paravent for costumes & accessories 

 
* In order to have a STAGE SET similar to the one shown in the musical video, 
please see the attached document “American Soul STAGE SET” with 
examples and descriptions concerning the stage setting. Don’t hesitate to 
contact the ARTIST if you have any question. 
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2. Stage Plot for the show-concert version with a stage set: 
 
 

  

 
 
REHEARSAL PLANING : 

- If ORGANIZER chooses option 1 (without Stage Set), ARTIST will arrive 3 
hours before the performance. Please note that the Grand piano must be 
already tuned before the beginning of the general rehearsal.  
 

- If ORGANIZER chooses option 2 (with Stage Set), ARTIST will arrive 4 hours 
before the performance.  

 
This is an example of the planification ORGANIZER should follow in case the 
performance begins at 8:00pm (Please adapt this planification to the time 
chosen for your performance):  
 
8:00-2:00pm  ORGANIZER set-up the stage (Sound and lights if needed) 
2:30-4:00pm  Tuning of the Grand piano 
4:00-6:30pm  General rehearsal (Soundcheck & Lightening if needed) 
6:30-7:30pm  ARTIST gets dressed 
8:00-9:00pm  Performance 
9:00-10:00pm CD’s sale & dedication, photos with ARTIST 
9:00-10:00pm  ORGANIZER strikes the stage 
10:00-10:45pm ARTIST strikes accessories and gets dressed 
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SOUND : 
- If the venue does not have more than 300 places and if it has an appropriate 

acoustic for chamber music, then ORGANIZER doesn’t need to provide any 
sound system.  
 

- If the venue has more than 300 places or doesn’t have the appropriate acoustic 
for chamber music, then ORGANIZER shall provide a high-quality sound 
system, and an experienced sound person to run it during soundcheck and 
during the concert. In this case, ARTIST requires: 
 

• Voice: the singer will bring her own headset microphone, she will just 
need that the sound engineer connects her mic to the sound system 

• Piano: Two instrumental microphones 

• Two monitor wedges (one in front of the singer and one in front of the 
pianist) 

 
 
LIGHTENING : 

- It is not mandatory to have special coloured lights for the performance, 
nevertheless, the ARTIST highly recommends to use when possible since the 
appropriate lightening will enhance the Broadway and Cabaret’s magical 
atmosphere.  
 

- If ORGANIZER would like to have the lights like shown in the musical video, 
then ORGANIZER shall provide someone experienced to program and run the 
lights during the rehearsal and during the concert. During the rehearsal, ARTIST 
will explain to the lighting engineer in which songs they need the different lights. 
 
 
For the lightening, ARTIST requires: 
 

• A “Blue wall” in the back of the scene with some blue spots. 

• Light 1: General white light that covers the designated performance area 
and the Stage Set. 

• Light 2: Intimate lightning, with one spot on the singer and the pianist, all 
the rest in black. 

• Light 3: Lights that shine like a “starry night” on the scene 

• Light 4: At one moment, the singer enters from the audience and she will 
need a spot that follows her. 

 
 
In the next pages you will find some examples of the lightening. 
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Example of the “Blue wall” and Light 1 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Example of Light 2 
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Example of Light 3: 
 

 
 

 
 
Example of Light 4 
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Please sign and send back a copy for the ARTIST, and keep a copy 
for your records.  
 
Thank you! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
________________________________________  ____________________ 
Organizer / Signatory for Organizer       Date 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________________  ____________________ 
Artist / Signatory for Artist        Date 
 
 


